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HOW TO STAY COMPETITIVE IN
A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT
Shipping is experiencing increasing pressure to
decarbonize its operations and reduce emissions to
air. In April 2018, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) adopted an ambitious greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions-reduction strategy to:
■ halve GHG emissions from international shipping
by 2050; and,
■ reduce the average carbon intensity of such shipping by at least 40% by 2030 and 70% by 2050,
compared with 2008 (see Figure 1).

In the years to come, a number of stakeholders will
be requesting transparent and comparable disclosure of a ship’s GHG performance.
Consequently, a vessel’s GHG performance is set to
become an additional contract differentiator and to
influence asset value.
The decarbonization targets can only be achieved
through fuel changes together with technical and
operational efficiency measures. There will be a
need for a massive scale-up and implementation of
carbon-neutral and/or zero-carbon fuels and technologies. Using these is the only way for shipping
to achieve not only the new multi-faceted GHG
goals but also the IMO’s ultimate vision of full
decarbonization before 2100.

We also see regional regulations; market pull from
charterers and banks; and private and public initiatives
are established to support and accelerate decarbonization. The pressure to reduce shipping GHG emissions
is exemplified by the recent Poseidon Principles, a
framework signed by major shipping banks for assessing the climate alignment of ship-finance portfolios.
A structured, knowledge-driven approach to idenIn addition, major charterers (Sea Cargo Charter)
tifying strategies and technologies can ensure that
committed in October 2020 to cut 17 carbon dioxide
shipowners meet their GHG targets and protect the
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DNV GL – A TRUSTED PARTNER
IN FINDING A SOLUTION
Driven by our purpose, to safeguard life, property
and the environment, we empower our customers and their stakeholders with facts and reliable
insights so that critical decisions can be made with
confidence. DNV GL is setting the agenda in GHG
discussions through publications like our Maritime
Forecast to 2050. We invest heavily in research and
development to find solutions that address strategic, operational, or regulatory challenges. And
we expand and develop our tools and knowledge
through the many projects that we carry out with
our customers every day.
Our extensive knowledge and expertise are available to our customers through our portfolio of GHG

services, tools, and best practices. We structure the
service offering across three phases (Figure 2).
The strategy phase sets decarbonization goals and
roadmaps. The newbuilding phase evaluates and
selects technologies and fuels for a future-proof
newbuild. The operations phase measures actual
GHG performance and suggests further improvements as required for you to meet your targets.
We next describe key services within each phase.
Note that beyond the class-independent advisory
services, DNV GL provides a range of approval
services and additional class notations for ships and
systems in our role as Class Society or Recognized
Organization (RO).

Risk management
Strategy

Newbuilding

Operations

Establish GHG performance
targets

Select GHG abatement
technologies

Monitor, visualize and report
GHG ratings and carbonintensity indicators

Map and improve GHG
performance – develop fleet
specific roadmaps

Select fuel and optimize
propulsion system

Energy management

Fleet-specific GHG dashboards

Optimize hull and propeller

Retrofit options

Figure 2: Overview of DNV GL’s decarbonization services structured across three main phases.
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STRATEGY PHASE:

ESTABLISH DECARBONIZATION
GOALS AND ROADMAPS
YOUR CHALLENGES
■ What target should I set to meet future regulatory
and commercial demands on GHG performance?
■ Do I meet these targets through newbuilding or
will my existing fleet suffice?
■ Which technologies and fuels are available to me?

With GHG performance emerging as a contract
differentiator and a key determinant of asset value,
developing a GHG strategy becomes a top management priority. For shipowners, key questions in the
strategy phase are:

HOW DNV GL CAN HELP
Establishing a robust GHG strategy involves three main
steps. First, DNV GL supports owners to understand the
regulatory, commercial, and technological landscape,
thus enabling sound GHG target setting, including
benchmarking of vessels or fleets. Second, we explore
the available GHG-reduction measures and develop
roadmaps for how the targets can be met. Third, we
develop GHG dashboards for visualizing performance
and robustness testing of your strategies.
DNV GL’s service offering includes the following key
elements:

Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP) and
regulations under discussion at the IMO will already
impact on business in 2023. These form the minimum
acceptable targets.
Further, expected requirements set by charterers, lenders, and other stakeholders must also be
assessed. This process will be segment-specific and
geographically dependent. It also depends on the
chosen time horizon, and the company-specific profile and business model.
DNV GL can facilitate the goal-setting process, and
supports by using our regulatory and technological
insights and modelling tools.

Establish GHG performance targets
The goal-setting process may start with identifying the
required regulatory demands on your ships. Requirements at international (IMO), regional (e.g. EU), and
local levels must be considered. Upcoming short-term
policy measures such as Energy Efficiency Design
Index (EEDI) Phase 3 and a possible Phase 4, Energy
Efficiency Existing Ship Index (EEXI), enhanced Ship

Map and improve GHG performance – develop
fleet-specific roadmaps
There will be many possible routes to achieve
company- specific GHG goals. We support with the
development of robust strategies and roadmaps,
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Figure 3: In this roadmap example, a vessel delivered in 2022 will have to be upgraded during its lifetime to stay below
a projected GHG pathway for the given vessel.

		
		

using our GHG Pathway simulation tool and our
database of suitable abatement options. We address
the performance characteristics of these options,
such as maturity, GHG-reduction potential, payback
time, and potential barriers to implementation, such
as fuel availability.
The roadmaps may indicate when to translate from
conventional fossil fuels, moving via fuels with
lower-carbon footprints, to carbon-neutral fuels.
Enhanced energy efficiency of ships will also be
needed – which involves rethinking operations – and
greater uptake of proven energy recovery and effi-

Already implemented
Hydrodynamics ■ Hull optimization
■ High-efficiency propeller
■ Efficient coating system
Machinery

■ Electronic auto-tuning
■ Improved engine load

More details are included in our
new GHG portfolio manager.

ciency technologies (see project examples, Figures
3 and 4). These considerations require a new and
stronger focus on system-level thinking and integration of all available technologies.
Fleet-specific GHG dashboards
Assessing and managing future business risks related
to ships’ GHG emissions requires adequate handling
to ensure robust business performance over time. We
provide tailor-made GHG dashboards for visualizing
and benchmarking, and to simulate and stress-test
decarbonization strategies under different future
scenarios combined with pre-defined GHG targets.

Upgrade in 2023 ±2 years

Upgrade 2028 ±2 years

■ High-performance coating
■ Energy-saving device
■ Energy-efficient lighting system
■

■
■
■

(LED, light-emitting diode)
Variable-frequency drivecontrolled pumps, fans and
motors
Shaft generator PTO/PTI*
Waste-heat recovery
Battery hybridization

■ New, more-efficient power
providers, e.g. fuel cell

Wind

N/A

N/A

■ Wind propulsion

Operational

■ Weather routing
■ Voyage planning and

■ Trim optimization

■ Speed reduction

■ LSFO* and/or MDO*

■ Biofuel or synthetic fuel

execution
Fuel

■ LSFO* and/or MDO*

* PTO/PTI: Power take-off/ Power take-in, LSFO: Low sulphur fuel oil, MDO: Marine diesel oil
Figure 4: Roadmap reflecting possible measures for a large cargo vessel delivered in 2018. Potential savings are
estimated for each measure.
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NEWBUILDING PHASE:

ENSURE LONG-TERM
COMPETITIVENESS
YOUR CHALLENGES
Shipowners need to establish confidence that a new
ship is designed, optimized and built to be as futureproof as possible, with maximum fuel efficiency and
a low environmental footprint over its entire lifetime.
Key questions in the newbuilding phase are:

■ How can I translate my GHG strategies into a
future-proof newbuild specification?
■ What fuels and technologies should I consider, and
what are the costs and benefits of my alternatives?
■ How do I build for flexibility to minimize the risk of
investing in stranded assets?

HOW DNV GL CAN HELP
DNV GL supports owners in translating strategy
into specific future-proof solutions that can be
defined in the building specification. We have
built expertise and services with a special focus
on the selection of promising fuels, GHG abatement technologies, and energy-efficiency measures (see project example in Figure 5). Applying
our scenario-based approach to explore different
future scenarios, we can help customers to ensure
that GHG targets are met and to protect the future
value, profitability, and competitiveness of their
vessels.

Shaft generator

Battery

LNG fuel

Our service offering includes the following key
elements:
Select GHG abatement technologies
DNV GL supports customers in the screening,
selection, and prioritization of the most relevant
GHG abatement technologies (as illustrated in Figure
6). This is based on an overall assessment of technology readiness level, savings potential, costs, the
impact on design, and potential risks during installation or operation phases. Technical analyses can be
performed to verify the efficiency gains.

Solar Panels

Hard sail

Optimized hull
design in waves

Main Engine
2S Option. 6G50MEGI
4S Option. 12V31DF
Figure 5: In a joint development project with Oshima Shipbuilding Co. Ltd, DNV GL and its project partners developed
new, improved ship concepts.

Development process: Expert knowledge for more sustainability
Energy-efficient
technologies

Propulsion and machinery
system alternatives
Fuels

Discarded technologies,
design options or concepts
DNV GL decision support
(expert advice, feasibility
studies, simulations)

Owner criteria
Operating profiles
Design requirements
Filters and selection
criteria

Recommendations and input to specification

Figure 6: DNV GL process for screening and selecting
GHG abatement technologies.

GHG abatement technologies may include systems
for waste-heat recovery, battery-hybrid solutions,
machinery and propulsion optimization, hull appendages, air lubrication, wind assistance, solar and
many more. For more in-depth analyses of relevant
abatement technologies, DNV GL uses advanced
modelling and simulation, as explained below.
Deciding on the right fuel option
Choosing the right fuel for the intended operations
is one of the most important decisions an owner
will have to make for a newbuild. It is also very likely
that the vessel will have to change over its lifetime
from using conventional marine fuels to emerging
alternative fuel types. The costs, GHG reduction
potential, and feasibility of an alternative fuel system
are specific to each ship under a given set of commercial and operational conditions. The operational
profile of the ship must be analysed based on energy
consumption, possible bunkering frequency, and the
corresponding requirements.
DNV GL offers class notations for liquefied natural
gas (LNG) and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) fuelled
vessels as well as a Gas Ready notation for shipowners who want to convert to LNG as fuel at a later

stage. Our low flashpoint liquid (LFL)-fuelled class
notation can be applied to installations where methanol or ethanol is used as fuel.
Select a matching propulsion system
Selecting and optimizing the propulsion and machinery configuration is becoming even more relevant as
new technologies and fuels are introduced. DNV GL
helps to configure and optimize machinery and
systems for the desired operations through stateof-the-art simulation techniques. Various technical
solutions, including choice of fuels and investments,
are included resulting in the best performance over
the lifecycle as the key element. DNV GL provides
expert support to do techno-economic studies.
Battery class notation for electrical energy storage
(EES) installations on electric and hybrid vessel covers
requirements for design, installation and certification
for lithium-ion battery systems and electrochemical
capacitor systems. If fuel-cell (FC) power installations
are planned on board a vessel our FC notation can be
applied to ensure highest safety standards. For windassisted propulsion, new concepts enter the market
and our wind assisted propulsion system class notation (WAPS) provides requirements for operational
and technical safety aspects.
Optimize hull and propeller
DNV GL is supporting owners, yards, and designers in finding the optimum main dimensions, hull
lines, and propeller configurations for upcoming
newbuilds. With our ECO Lines service, we use
world-leading formal parametric optimization and
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations to
prepare and test tens of thousands of design variants
in a very cost-efficient manner. Many designs today
are well optimized, but for some cases the savings
are still in the double-digit range. The potential can
be assessed without extensive analysis. To increase
confidence in the performance as designed, we also
assist in model-tests and sea-trials.
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OPERATIONS PHASE:

CONTINUOUSLY IMPROVE
GHG PERFORMANCE
YOUR CHALLENGES
■ How do I effectively measure and report to my
stakeholders?
■ What operational options do I have, and how
should they be implemented?
■ How mature are different technologies and fuels,
and can they be applied to my vessel and fleet?

To ensure that existing vessels are competitive and
meet or do better than the target GHG pathway,
shipowners must monitor and report on GHG performance. When required, new technologies must be
assessed, alternative fuels considered, and operations optimized. Key questions in the operations
phase are:

HOW DNV GL CAN HELP
DNV GL supports shipowners in the calculation
and preparation of documentation on carbonintensity indicators and GHG rating mechanisms
(e.g. Poseidon Principles, RightShip index, AER*,
EEOI*, EEXI, Annual Operational Carbon Intensity
Indicator – CII) for GHG performance reporting or
similar.

We aim to find the optimal solutions and to balance
operational, technical, and logistic measures. We
review operational behaviour and vessel performance to provide GHG status, from which a gap to
best practices and GHG targets can be identified and
potential improvement areas suggested and prioritized. DNV GL also supports on documentation of
GHG performance and provides services for effective
reporting to stakeholders.

The monitoring of performance may reveal a gap
between targets and actual performance. DNV GL
supports owners in identifying ways to close such gaps.

Our service offering includes the following key
elements:

Energy management
Based on our experience, operational and managerial measures can achieve 10–20% greater energy
efficiency and improved GHG performance. Such
measures include, among others, voyage planning
and execution; improved fleet performance and

Monitor, visualize, and report GHG ratings and
carbon-intensity indicators
An increasing number of GHG rating schemes and
carbon-intensity indicators are emerging for ships in
operation (as illustrated in Figure 7).

* AER: Annual Efficiency Ratio, EEOI: Energy Efficiency Operational Index

A

Who checks and uses
your numbers?
 Charterers
 Banks
 Finance institutions
 Competitors
 Ports
 Regulators

B

Impact on your
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 Ticket to trade
 Daily earnings
 Financial terms
 Your competitiveness

Figure 7: Several stakeholders request GHG ratings and the numbers are becoming even more important.

Voyage performance

Ship performance

■ Voyage planning and execution
■ Speed management
■ Port/buoy/field efficiency

■
■
■
■
■

Fleet performance

Main and auxiliary engines

■
■
■
■
■

■ Main engine efficiency
■ Auxiliary engines efficiency and utilization
■ Generator efficiency

Fleet planning and schedule assessment
Chartering/contracts
Fleet composition
Vessel type and size
Transport system optimizing

Hull condition
Propeller condition
Autopilot and rudder
Trim and draft
Combinator settings and use

Management and organization

Consumers

■
■
■
■
■

■ Cargo operations
■ Thruster operations
■ Heating, ventilation and air conditioning, cooling/

Organizational setup, roles, responsibilities
Policies, processes and procedures
Communication and training
Company culture
Performance management

freezing, lights, frequency drives

■ Insulation and heat losses
■ Miscellaneous consumers

Figure 8: Energy management diagnostics cover all areas of ship operations.

management; speed management; hull and propeller maintenance; optimized use of generators and
consumers; trim optimization; and increased use
of remote functions. These are often ‘low-hanging
fruits’, with limited need for investment or technical
changes to the ship.
DNV GL has a well-established energy management
service for identifying what energy-efficiency potential can still be realized in predefined focus areas (see
Figure 8), suggesting actions for improvement, and
following up the implementation.
Ships are increasingly equipped with advanced
sensors and infrastructure allowing enhanced
decision support. Combined with DNV GL`s data
analytics capabilities, the data obtained can be used
to improve performance, learn continuously, and
provide real-time operational decision support on
board and remotely.
Retrofit options
Beyond operational and managerial means, there
is a wide range of technical options, including
alternative fuels. Typically, these options require
more extensive technical changes to a ship, and
greater investments, but may have up to 20% GHG
reduction potential (not counting the contribution
of alternative fuels).
■ Retrofit of new technologies
Both mature and immature technologies could
provide substantial potential for reducing GHG
emissions on existing ships. Relevant technologies include waste-heat recovery, battery-hybrid
solutions, wind-assisted propulsion, air-lubrication
systems, fuel-cell hybrid solutions and many more.
We screen, model, and optimize options found to
be beneficial for actual cases.

■ Hydrodynamics
Beyond energy-system improvements, there is
often significant potential to improve the hydrodynamic performance of a ship by retrofitting PIDs
(propulsion improvement devices), the bulbous
bow or the propeller. We use our in-house formal
parametric simulation and optimization tool for
screening thousands of configuration variants
when suggesting a revised concept for a given
vessel and operation.
■ Alternative fuels
As compliance requirements from regulators and
other stakeholders increase, switching to low-carbon
or carbon-neutral fuels may be the only remaining
options at some point. While some fuels can be used
directly as drop-in options, others require significant
technical modifications to the ship. The business
case for using alternative fuels and technologies
must be clear. We can assess the possible fuel
transitions through the evaluation of drop-in fuels
or retrofit of engine and fuel system. This can help
you to select the best solution for your operational,
environmental, and financial requirements.
Benefits of using our services
■ Rest assured that your vessels are futureproofed and enhance their earning capacities
■ Be on the right track to meet the decarbonization trajectory
■ Get insight into your own GHG performance
compared with competitors and your targets
■ Receive support on how best to monitor and
improve the GHG performances of your ships
and portfolios of ships
■ Use easily understandable dashboards for
exploring measures, monitoring, and visualizing the GHG performance for your fleet
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RECENT PROJECT
EXAMPLES
We provide tailor-made services assessing and managing future business risks related to ships’
GHG emissions over the lifetime.
Navigating a low-carbon future
The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association (NSA)
commissioned DNV GL to conduct a study to explore
and analyze carbon dioxide emissions pathways
available for international shipping to target reductions
towards a 2°C global warming limit towards 2100. The
study identified measures and actions needed for the
shipping industry to follow the 2°C pathway.

© Sverre Hjornevik

Roadmap to low- or zero-emission tankers
A joint industry project with Total, Deltamarin and
Minerva Marine with the objective to develop pathways towards low- or zero-emission operation of
LR2 and MR tankers.

Green Shipping Programme (GSP)
DNV GL initiated this public-private partnership
programme in Norway with 65 companies and public
organizations actively participating. We are currently
managing the GSP programme office, supporting the
Norwegian Maritime Cluster’s GHG initiatives.

Fuel cells in shipping
E4ships is a German programme to promote the use
of fuel-cell systems and electric fuels in shipping.
Collaborating with yards, owners and manufacturers,
DNV GL is currently supporting the system integration of fuel cells into merchant ships, passenger
ships, inland water vessels, and yachts. Fuels are
hydrogen, methanol, liquefied natural gas (LNG) and
low flashpoint diesel.

Hydrogen as fuel
MarHySafe is a joint development project with several
participants representing a wide range of stakeholders in the hydrogen and shipping industries.
MarHySafe Phase 1 led by DNV GL is about taking
the first steps to put in place a technical, scientific
basis and recommendations for rule development
for vessels fuelled by hydrogen.

Evaluation of fuel and technology options for public
owners
We conducted comprehensive reviews of fuel and
technology options for existing vessels and newbuildings. These considered costs, benefits, fuel and
technology availability, and were tailored to vessels’
operational profiles as well as regulatory and safety
aspects.
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Passenger ship methanol fuel cell
DNV GL supported the system integration of a
methanol-fuelled fuel cell onto an inland waterway
passenger ship.
Ultramax bulk carrier concept development
A joint industry project with Oshima Shipbuilding
and Wärtsilä developing an energy-efficient IMO
2030 emission-compliant bulk carrier concept. Solutions include, for example, LNG, shaft generator, and
battery-electric hybrid propulsion.
Diamond 2 63k bulk carrier
Working with Graig Shipping and the designer
to develop a state-of-the-art design ready to be
ordered today: decision support to develop the outline specification, fuel strategy, and technical studies
for hull design and machinery systems.
Wind-assisted propulsion systems
This commercial project assessed the fuel savings
potential of wind-assisted propulsion systems
(WAPS). Collaborating with the owner and manufacturers, we analysed the performance of different

WAPS. Current trading routes were considered, and
weather routing was optimized for each propulsion
system.
Energy management
Working with Abu Dhabi National Oil Company
(ADNOC), we reviewed operational behaviour and
vessel performance to provide energy management
status. We then identified a gap to best practices, and
potential improvement areas were prioritized based
on their modelled effects and the implementation
effort. ADNOC took these recommendations forward
and achieved 25% annual cost savings on fuel.
EEXI study
We calculated and compared actual and required
EEXI for vessels in a customer’s fleet. Where
actual EEXI exceeded the required value, the
required engine-power reduction was calculated,
and the resulting speed loss was estimated. We
presented to the customer for further action a
complete fleet overview with age and actual
EEXI for the vessels.
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Regional DNV GL – Maritime offices
Americas
1400 Ravello Dr.
Katy, TX 77449
USA
Phone: +1 2813961000
houston.maritime@dnvgl.com

Greater China
1591 Hong Qiao Road
House No.9
200336 Shanghai, China
Phone: +86 21 3279 9000
marketing.rgc@dnvgl.com

North Europe
Johan Berentsens vei 109-111
Postbox 7400
5020 Bergen, Norway
Phone: +47 55943600
bergen.maritime@dnvgl.com

West Europe incl. Germany
Brooktorkai 18
20457 Hamburg
Germany
Phone: +49 40 361495609
region.west-europe@dnvgl.com

Korea & Japan
7th/8th Floor, Haeundae I-Park C1 Unit,
38, Marine city 2-ro, Haeundae-Gu
48120 Busan, Republic of Korea
Phone : + 82 51 6107700
busan.maritime.region@dnvgl.com

South East Asia & India
16 Science Park Drive
118227 Singapore
Singapore
Phone: +65 65 083750
singapore.maritime.fis@dnvgl.com

DNV GL AS
NO-1322 Høvik, Norway
Phone: +47 67 579900
www.dnvgl.com

About DNV GL
We are the independent expert in risk management and quality assurance. Driven by our purpose, to safeguard life, property
and the environment, we empower our customers and their stakeholders with facts and reliable insights so that critical
decisions can be made with confidence. As a trusted voice for many of the world’s most successful organizations, we use our
knowledge to advance safety and performance, set industry benchmarks, and inspire and invent solutions to tackle global
transformations.

DNV GL – Maritime
Brooktorkai 18
20457 Hamburg, Germany
Phone: +49 40 361490
advisory.decarbonization@dnvgl.com
www.dnvgl.com/maritime

South East Europe
& Middle East
5, Aitolikou Street
18545 Piraeus, Greece
Phone: +30 210 4100200
piraeus@dnvgl.com

DNV GL is the world’s leading classification society and a recognized advisor for the maritime industry. We enhance safety,
quality, energy efficiency and environmental performance of the global shipping industry – across all vessel types and offshore
structures. We invest heavily in research and development to find solutions, together with the industry, that address strategic,
operational or regulatory challenges.
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